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ABSTRACT. During the 20th century, Greenland society experienced a dramatic transformation from scattered settlements based on hunting, with mostly turf dwellings, to an urbanizing post-industrial economy. This transformation compressed socioeconomic development that took centuries to millennia elsewhere into a few generations. The incomplete demographic transition that accompanied this development broadly followed the classical pattern, but with distinctive variations relating to Greenland’s Arctic environment, sparse population, and historical interactions between two cultures: an indigenous Inuit majority and an influential Danish minority. One heritage from Danish colonial administration, and continued more recently under Greenland Home Rule, has been the maintenance of population statistics. Time series of demographic indicators, some going back into the 18th century, provide a uniquely detailed view of the rapid hunting-to-post-industrial transition. Changing sex ratios—an early excess of females, shifting more recently to an excess of males—reflect differential impacts of social, economic, and technological developments.
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INTRODUCTION

During the 20th century, Greenland experienced a dramatic transformation from scattered settlements based on hunting, with mostly turf dwellings, to an urbanizing post-industrial economy (illustrated by identically positioned views of the main city in Figs. 1 and 2). This transformation compressed socioeconomic development that took centuries to millennia elsewhere into a few generations. As might be expected, demographic changes accompanied this development. Greenland experienced an incomplete demographic transition, broadly following the classical pattern but with several distinctive features. Historical changes in the population structure of Greenland’s indigenous Inuit majority reflect the hazards of traditional Arctic livelihoods, technological innovations that made hunting and fishing less risky, public health programs that rapidly altered mortality and fertility, shifting gender roles and gender-specific occupations, and intermarriage with the Danish minority who moved to Greenland in connection with colonial and post-colonial development. Population statistics maintained by Danish authorities—and more recently, their Home Rule successors—provide a uniquely detailed window on this hunting-to-post-industrial transformation.

Demographic transition theory describes an ideal pattern of change, from pre-modern states of high fertility and high mortality to post-industrial states of low fertility and low mortality (Thompson, 1929; Notestein, 1945). Historical
changes seen in many countries resemble this ideal pattern (e.g., Chesnais, 1992), but often with complications and caveats (e.g., Lee, 2003).

A common formulation divides the transition into four stages (Hall, 1972; Montgomery, 2007). In the pre-modern Stage 1, high birth and death rates keep population growth erratic and slow. Declining mortality due to improvements affecting disease or food supplies lead to the urban-industrial Stage 2. Because birth rates remain high, the population now grows rapidly. Having many children per family becomes less necessary and more costly, however, as industrialization occurs and women’s choices expand (Caldwell et al., 2006). Falling birth rates slow down the rate of population growth in mature-industrial Stage 3. Birth rates fluctuating with economic conditions, around levels comparable to death rates, characterize the rough population stability of post-industrial Stage 4. Empirically, complications are too prevalent to view demographic transition theory as a general law, but it remains useful to frame discussion of common patterns and unusual features in case studies.

In the case of Greenland, we could expect unusual features. An Inuit culture overlaid by Danish colonial and post-colonial institutions, on a large island still mostly buried under Ice Age glaciers, makes Greenland socially and geographically unique. As recently as the early 20th century, the population survived largely on hunted food. Only 18% of all calories were imported in 1902, while agriculture was negligible (Bjerregaard and Stensgaard, 2008). Even today, hunting contributes substantially to food supplies on both a subsistence and a commercial basis, and it provides professional livelihoods that are critical to many smaller settlements (Rasmussen, 2005).

The social, economic, and technological transition from hunter-gatherer to post-industrial eras (in 2005, life expectancies were 65–70 years, with one Internet connection per 3.4 people) has been compressed to a few generations, as abruptly as anywhere on earth. Some aspects of Greenland demographics reflect these special circumstances. In other respects, Greenland’s story resembles the demographic transition model, speeded up in time. Records maintained by Danish administrators and their Greenland Home Rule successors (e.g., Statistics Greenland, 2000) provide a clear view through the transition.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Greenlanders live between a continental ice sheet and the sea. Human presence on these marginal lands, which dates back more than 4000 years, has been punctuated by periods when climatic and other hardships emptied formerly inhabited regions (Fitzhugh, 1984). The earliest European settlers, Viking Age Norse from Iceland, reported evidence of previous peoples but no living inhabitants at the time they first reached south Greenland around 985 CE. A few centuries later, the Norse settlements themselves were struggling. Faced with worsening climate and competitors from a more Arctic-adapted culture (the Thule Inuit, who had reached northwest Greenland from Canada around 1200 CE and subsequently expanded southward), the Norse abandoned Greenland by the late 15th century (Berglund, 1986; McGovern, 1991; Buckland et al., 1996). The descendants of the Thule were Greenland’s sole inhabitants when Europeans re-colonized Greenland in the 18th century, and they comprise most of the population today.

Like their predecessors, modern Greenlanders live primarily by marine rather than land resources. Until the early 20th century, economic production consisted mainly of sea mammals (Caulfield, 1997; Marquardt et al., 1999). The present population concentrates near ports that have been favorable for commercial fishing, along the comparatively warm and ice-free southwest coast. Two great resource transitions—from seal hunting to cod fishing, and from cod fishing to shrimp—took place on this coast in the 20th century. Climate influenced both transitions through interactions with ecological and social systems (Mattox,
European explorers and whalers landed occasionally in Greenland during the 16th and 17th centuries. A Danish expedition resulted in a claim of Greenland for Denmark and the establishing of the first West Greenland settlement, near modern-day Nuuk, in 1721. Settlements came later among the more remote populations of East Greenland (1884; 431 Greenlanders at the first headcount in 1901) and North Greenland (a mission station in 1909; 250 Greenlanders counted in 1921). Through the 19th and 20th centuries, Greenland’s development processes were dominated by shifting Danish objectives, from early colonization to colonialism, imperialism, modernization, and liberation. Each objective left a mark on the settlement patterns (Rasmussen and Hamilton, 2001).

In 1953, Greenland’s status changed from Danish colony to Danish county, and in 1979, Greenland was granted the limited sovereignty of Home Rule government. Population grew slowly, from 8000 to 17000 (nearly all Greenland-born) over the 90 years 1840–1930. After World War II, public health improvements, including development of health infrastructure and a campaign against tuberculosis, propelled a period of faster growth. In one 20-year period, 1950–1970, the population doubled (24000 to 47000), while the proportion born in Greenland (an imperfect but administratively registered proxy for Inuit) fell from 97% to 84%. This shift reflected an influx of temporary workers, mainly from Denmark, invited by the colonial government in order to modernize the society with new housing, infrastructure, and health services. Unlike the migration-driven postwar population booms of other Arctic regions, however, the overall growth in Greenland’s case owed more to natural increase than to newcomers (Bogoyavlenskiy and Siggner, 2004).

In the early years after Home Rule was established, inflows from Denmark continued, now providing civil servants for the new government. As the Home Rule government assumed more responsibility, the proportion of Danes stabilized and eventually began to drop, while the Greenland-born population growth slowed but stayed positive. By 2007, the total population stood at 56600, 89% of them born in Greenland. Outmigration and a falling birth rate have halted overall growth in the last decade. Net outmigration among both Greenland-born and elsewhere-born populations offsets natural increase, while increasing the proportion that are Greenland-born among those who remain.

Climate and geography constrain many activities, from farming to trade, that support modern societies elsewhere. Greenland’s present economy depends mainly on commercial fisheries and subsidies from Denmark. This narrowly based economy coexists with small-scale hunting and fishing activities that provide significant food, as well as cultural and individual identity. Hunting receives some subsidies from the state, which serve indirectly to support rural life and communities. The coexistence of modern and traditional livelihoods remains prominent because modernization has been so recent and is by no means complete.

Historical analyses include Marquardt’s (2002) examination of Christianization and economic influences on Greenland demographics since 1700. Rasmussen (2007) describes how socioeconomic changes accompanied the shift from hunting to fishing (also see Caulfield, 1997). Interactions between national and regional levels and the local level, which tends to be the most traditional, play out in the economy (Rasmussen, 2001). A detailed survey of hunters observed that their activities vary substantially from one municipality to the next and are more important in smaller places (Rasmussen, 2005). Rasmussen and Hamilton (2001) outline the development of commercial fisheries, which redefined the main towns. Lauritzen (1989) chronicles the transition from Danish to Home Rule government. Poppel (1997) reviews how economic changes have affected the population during the Home Rule period. Full independence from Denmark remains a goal for many Greenlanders, but it does not yet appear practical because export earnings provide less than half of Greenland’s gross national product. Several large resource-development plans (hydroelectric, aluminum, and mining) are currently under discussion, with suggestions that these might offer steps toward economic independence.

POPULATION, BIRTHS AND DEATHS

Most Greenlanders today are Inuit descendants of the Thule, who reached Greenland in comparatively small numbers around 1200 CE. Their technology, which was well adapted to Arctic environments, allowed the Thule to survive chiefly through hunting of seals, supplemented by whales, a few land mammals, fish, and birds. Growth over the next six centuries was slow overall, with intervals of hard times due to the variable climate and to diseases such as smallpox and other epidemics that reduced the population from around 8000 to 6000 during the 18th century. The pre-modern Stage 1 of a demographic transition, wherein high death rates and sometimes limited fertility (see Marquardt, 2002) permit only halting growth, describes most of this period.

Figure 3 graphs Greenland’s population beginning in 1781, five years after the Royal Greenland Trade Company (Kongelige Grønlandske Handel, or KGH) received a trade monopoly that would continue until 1950. The introduction of the trade monopoly had many consequences. Most immediately, it led to a more systematic flow of supplies from Denmark to Greenland, with commodities such as sugar, coffee, tobacco, and iron in the form of blades for knives and spearheads for harpoons. Later on, it would lead to a more diverse supply pattern, including guns to hunt seals for the blubber and pelts desired by the KGH.

Demographic patterns were shifting during the 19th and early 20th centuries, although not yet to the classic Stage 2. Under colonial rule, conditions became sufficiently
favorable for the population to double from 6000 people in 1800 to almost 12,000 by 1900. More detailed demographic data are available for the years after 1880, confirming the surplus of births over deaths. By the early 20th century, birth rates were unevenly rising while death rates fell, creating a widening gap. Natural increase averaged a bit more than 100 people per year, on the order of 1% of the population, over 1883–1919. Food supplies still depended largely on hunting, the dangers of which had demographic effects. Hunting grew less risky and more efficient as the KGH brought in European guns and boats.

More efficient hunting depleted seal populations around the trade stations, even as the human population increased. Health also constrained population growth: in 1925, more than half of all deaths in Greenland were caused by tuberculosis and infectious disease (Koch et al., 2008).

Warming climate in the 1920s further reduced seal hunting, but also brought a new resource: cod began to appear in substantial numbers along the southwest Greenland coast (Mattox, 1973; Hamilton et al., 2000). The market substitution of much cheaper mineral oils for seal and whale oils drove Danish planners to consider new resources. They saw an opportunity to avert crisis and build a new economy around commercial fishing. Investments in training, vessels, fish-processing facilities, and transportation built commercial fishing into the engine for Greenland’s industrial and urban development (Rasmussen and Hamilton, 2001). In Greenland’s case, “urbanization” meant increasing the concentration of people in towns near good fishing grounds, rather than in the tiny dispersed settlements necessitated by a hunting economy.

After 1920, as Greenland reoriented towards commercial fishing, birth rates climbed steeply while death rates fell unevenly. Population growth took off, doubling again in just 30 years. Mean natural increase was about 275 per year from 1920 to 1949, on the order of 2%. Before World War II, Greenland had been a closed area, inaccessible except to the colonial government and the KGH. The rationale for closure involved protection of traditional lifestyles and language (as well as trade). Closure also had the effect, however, of limiting outside access to information about Greenlanders’ living conditions, such as poor housing, ill health, or periods of starvation. Pictures showing such conditions were taken by Danish photographer Jette Bang beginning in the 1930s and published after the war. The photographs created public demand in Denmark for modernization. The consequences included establishment of a tuberculosis treatment facility in Godthåb (the largest town and capital, later renamed to Nuuk; see Figs. 1 and 2) and a steep decline in tuberculosis (from 719 per 100,000 in 1951–54 to 134 per 100,000 in 1955–59) due to broad intervention programs (Bjerregaard and Young, 1998; Bjerregaard, 2003; Koch et al., 2008). Improved living conditions also brought health improvements as safer water supplies and wooden houses replaced turf huts in the settlements. Crude death rates dropped below 15 per 1000 population in 1955, meeting Stockwell’s (1963) criterion for Stage 2.

The G50-plan (Grønlandskommissionen, 1950), an overall economic development plan based primarily on local fisheries, was an important step towards modernization. First attempts aimed at development through public investment in infrastructure and private investment in industry. As the attempt failed, a second plan ten years later—the G60-plan (Grønlandskommissionen, 1964)—focused instead on public investment in new production activities, followed by an attempt to concentrate the population into the larger settlements, partly by persuasion, partly by material incentives such as providing new houses and dwellings, or access to schools and shops. Negative incentives appeared in efforts to close public facilities in smaller settlements. The rationale for concentration was to avoid spreading investments too thinly, but instead provide substantial funding for major improvements in larger settlements.

In this stage, population growth accelerated to more than 800 per year (reaching 4%) from 1950 to 1979. Birth rates began declining in the mid–1960s. A family planning campaign launched in the late 1960s distributed intrauterine devices to approximately half the female population of reproductive age (Bjerregaard and Stensgaard, 2008). Abortion was legalized in 1975. The Greenland Women’s Organization (De Gronlandske Kvindeforeningen), a driving force behind both changes, also helped to emphasize their voluntary nature (Pedersen, 1989). Birth rates fell below 35 per 1000 population (Stockwell’s criterion for Stage 3) in 1969 and continued to decline through the mid–1970s. Bogoyavlenskiy and Signer (2004:32) describe this period as “possibly the fastest and the most significant decline in fertility rate in the world.” The Greenland-born population nevertheless grew rapidly, reaching 41,000 by 1980.

As death rates stopped declining, and birth rates fell steeply, natural increase cooled off to about 550 per year,
approaching 1% over 1980–2006. Although population growth slowed, birth rates remained well above replacement levels. Net outmigration, principally to Denmark, provides a key to the most recent demographic developments, in which population has stabilized without entering Stage 4.

AGE STRUCTURE

Ideally, each stage of the demographic transition is characterized by a corresponding age structure. Stage 1 population pyramids should taper from bottom to top. In Stage 2, the shape resembles more a pyramid that grows steeper toward the top. Its widening base reflects larger birth cohorts due to higher birth rates, along with better infant survival.

Figure 4 shows an age pyramid for the Greenland-born population of Greenland as of 2005. The shape of this pyramid reflects the historical variations in birth and death rates graphed in Figure 3. Its central bulge marks a “baby boom” of adults, now ages 35–49, born during the rapid-growth years (1950s and 60s) after death rates fell. These are followed by much smaller cohorts of younger adults, marking the steep fall of birth rates after 1960. We also see an echo boom of children, born in the 1980s and 90s to adults from the first baby boom. Early teenagers (ages 10–14) are most numerous among younger cohorts. At the top of the pyramid, narrower cohorts represent survivors from more difficult times before World War II. Less obviously, the pyramid also shows an excess of males among young-adult and middle-aged cohorts.

Figure 5 contains small pyramids following the same conventions as Figure 4. They depict the age structure of the Greenland-born population for selected years from 1901 to 2005 (the final one being the same as Fig. 4). In early years, the shape is a tapered wedge, as expected for Stage 1. Young children form the largest cohorts, which are progressively thinned out by mortality. Starting around 1930, the base (0–4 age group) shows a discontinuous jump in width. Children under age 20 comprise around half of the population from 1900 to 1930, but this rises to 55% by 1945 as more children survive and adults become the minority. Disproportionately large cohorts born in the Stage 2 years, roughly 1955–70, form the baby-boom bulge that persists for the rest of the century.

From 1970 on (Stage 3), birth cohorts are smaller and adults once again make up the majority—60% of the population by 1985. Beginning around 1985, however, Greenland’s baby boomers are having many children of their own, creating an echo that continues for more than a decade until birth rates fall again. The upward jag in birth rates seen earlier in Figure 3 marks this same echo boom. By 2005, we have a two-bulge shape that is unlike the Stage 3 ideal, but similar (for different reasons) to that of other countries, including the United States. Although younger cohorts are declining in size, the 2005 pyramid visualizes the growth momentum inherent in this large echo boom, just now entering childbearing years.

Most of our analyses focus on the Greenland-born population of Greenland. Figure 6 shows age distributions of the much smaller population that is not Greenland born (mainly Danish), for selected years from 1980 to 2005. There is a preponderance of young-adult males in the early years, somewhat balanced by more females later, but with relatively few elders and children. Some of these people had children while resident in Greenland, but if they stayed in Greenland, their children would be counted as Greenland-born (and hence would not be visible in the pyramids).

The odd structures in Figure 6, dominated by working-age males, resemble newcomer populations throughout much of the circumpolar North. These structures have repercussions for sex ratios in the Greenland-born population as well. The number of Greenland residents who were not born in Greenland peaked twice during the 1970s and 1980s: first in connection with construction, which brought many young male workers, and second in connection with


FIG. 5. Age pyramids for the Greenland-born population of Greenland, selected years from 1901 to 2005 (graphed with same conventions as Fig. 4).
the transfer of administrative functions to the Home Rule Government, which required professionals with higher educations, including more women.

**A TRANSITION IN SEX RATIOS**

Natural sex ratios at birth are around 105 males per 100 females. Because mortality is higher among males, this ratio tends to decrease with age, falling to parity and then an excess of females. Developments in Greenland, however, produced a history of sex ratios quite different from the “natural” pattern.

Figure 7 tracks sex ratios among the Greenland-born population from 1781 to 2007. The smoothed curve in Figure 7 roughly agrees with calculations based on other reports about mortality (P. Bjerregaard, pers. comm. 2008); more erratic fluctuations among individual-year values likely include statistical artifacts. In general, the high-death-rate years of Figure 3 correspond to the years with fewer males in Figure 7 (log-log correlation $r = -0.84$) because, although those were hard times for everyone, they were particularly dangerous for hunters. This graph of sex ratios provides a striking visual framework for the story of population and development in Greenland, as common livelihoods shifted from seal hunting to commercial fishing, then increasingly to service-sector jobs.

From pre-colonial times, Greenlanders depended on seal hunting for survival (Marquardt et al., 1999). In winter, seals could be hunted at the breathing holes in sea ice, where the hunter would stand patiently for hours and even days, waiting for a seal to appear, and then kill it with the harpoon. In spring, summer, and fall, however, the hunter had to kayak out to ice floes (floating sea ice), where the seals might lie resting, to get close enough to throw the harpoon. The sealskin kayak could be crushed between moving floes, or icebergs (thick masses of glacier ice) might tip over, killing the hunter. Storms and changes in wind directions added to the dangers. Such risks underlie the marked scarcity of males seen in early decades in Figure 7.

In order to increase their take of blubber and pelts, the KGH began supplying hunters with rifles and shotguns in the early 19th century. Hunters now could kill from a distance, making their work faster and safer. With less hunting mortality, the sex ratio improved from about 80 males per 100 females in 1810 to 90 per 100 just three decades later. It stayed near this level for much of the century, with a slight dip in the 1880s at a time of population pressure and intensified hunting, especially around the colonies.

As wooden boats became available, the safety of fishing improved as well. Fisheries had become an important activity in the latter part of the 19th century, both for subsistence and for trade. The colonial government was interested in shark- and cod-liver oils, in addition to dried and salted fish products. Apart from their commercial appeal, fisheries offered an answer to the rising incidence of famine due to the dwindling number of seals and growing number of Greenlanders (Mattox, 1973; Rasmussen and Hamilton, 2001). Because the scale of fishing had been limited by the capacity of kayaks, authorities encouraged a shift to dinghies, which had a shorter operational radius but greater capacity than kayaks. As distances declined and transportation became safer, the male death rate declined too, leading sex ratios to improve in the 1930s. Motorization further increased the operational radius, but also aided survival by making the boats larger and quicker to reach harbor.

Rising sea temperatures around 1920 marked a change in the marine ecosystem along West Greenland (Buch and Hansen, 1988; Vilhjalmsson, 1997). A massive influx of cod allowed an even sharper intensification of fishing. At first, most fishing was done by foreign vessels (Norwegian, Danish, Faroese, and British), but Greenlanders also became participants. Cod were abundant along the coast, in the fjords, and especially on the banks off West Greenland. Greenland fisheries began close to the settlements, and new...
FIG. 8. Sex ratio vs. age group, among six Greenland birth cohorts.

settlements were established near good fishing grounds. Fishing also moved out on the banks, however. As distance from shore grew, the risk of being caught in bad weather increased. This movement offshore in the late 1930s, with still-limited equipment, brought new dangers.

During World War II, Greenland became isolated from Denmark, but outside influences came with U.S. air bases constructed at Kangerlussuaq (Søndrestromfjord) and Narsarsuaq. After the war, the Danish government awakened to the miserable housing and health conditions existing for many Greenlanders. Lacking a skilled workforce in Greenland, the government invited professionals from Denmark to contribute to the modernization process. Workers, typically young men, came and stayed for seasons or a few years. Many of them married Greenlandic women, who then left Greenland when their new husbands did. Relatively few Danes decided to stay in Greenland. This dynamic, operating on Greenland’s small base population, reversed the longstanding gender imbalance so that it became a place of too few Greenlandic women instead of too few men.

Female outmigration peaked in the mid-1960s, then slowed or partly reversed until the mid-1970s. As a result of the modernization process, the economy had grown dependent on fisheries, which required more fish processing. Filleting of cod and peeling shrimp for canning became important activities. As these activities were not considered proper work for males, they created new economic opportunities for women—and hence less outmigration.

During the 1970s, however, machines for shrimp peeling and new markets for shrimp in their shells, frozen at sea, reduced the demand for this female workforce (Rasmussen and Hamilton, 2001; Hamilton et al., 2003). Cod filleting work also declined as the overfished and climate-stressed stocks fell. Outmigration due to marriage or the search for wider job and education choices pushed sex ratios to new heights, approaching 120 males per 100 females by the early 1980s.

As Home Rule government became established, an increasing number of jobs were taken over by Greenlanders, now better prepared by vocational training and expanding educational opportunities. The cycling-through of male workers from outside, some of whom would have taken away Greenlandic wives, declined, so that sex ratios fell in the 1990s. Sex ratios are still high, however, and likely to remain so for years to come. There exist only a limited number of jobs appealing to women with high qualifications, even in the capital city of Nuuk, and until recently, hiring practices that favored males narrowed female job prospects further. The smaller settlements with more traditional lifestyles connected to hunting and fishing appear still less attractive to many young women (Hamilton et al., 1996), who often perceive brighter futures in Denmark, elsewhere in Europe, or in North America.

**SEX, AGE, AND MIGRATION**

Figure 8 graphs sex ratio against age group among six (approximate) Greenland birth cohorts. In the oldest age groups, differential mortality alone theoretically should result in sex ratios well below parity, as seen here in the falling curve of the 1925–34 birth cohort. Unexpectedly high sex ratios (excess males) among young to middle-aged adults, on the other hand, characterize Greenland cohorts born from 1925 through 1964. The 1925–34, 1935–44, and 1945–54 cohorts exhibit peak sex ratios at progressively younger ages. This pattern mainly reflects disproportionate outmigration of women during the 1970s—coincident with the first peak of Danish workers in Greenland.

The baby boom cohort born in 1955–64 shows a different pattern, with sex ratios rising slowly through their 20s and 30s, then more steeply after age 40. This suggests that this group did not participate in the differential outmigration that characterized older cohorts in the 1970s, when most of the boomers were young. The boomers contributed more directly to the echo boom of children beginning in the mid-1980s (see Fig. 5) and to higher outmigration after 1990, as the second peak of Danish workers declined. Sex ratios rising with age within both the 1955–64 and 1945–54 cohorts contrast with the declining sex ratios that differential mortality would predict. In Greenland, as throughout the Arctic, contemporary mortality rates tend to be notably higher for males than for females (Bogoyavlenskiy and Siggers, 2004; also see figures on suicide in Hild and Stordahl, 2004; an Alaska counterpart appears in Hamilton and Seyfrit, 1994a).

Figure 9 highlights recent temporal patterns among Greenlanders leaving Greenland from 1980 to 2007. The total Greenland-born population living in Denmark (the destination for most out-migrants) rose from 3636 males and 5094 females in 1980 to 5527 males and 7955 females in 2006—a bout 70 males per 100 females, within a group comparable to 26% of the Greenland-born population still in Greenland. Differential migration of females to Denmark explains most of the modern excess of males back in Greenland. Among Greenlanders living in Denmark, the
preponderance of females at ages 35 and up includes many who married Danish men during the years of high Danish presence in Greenland (roughly 1970–95).

If we combined the Greenland-born population of Greenland with the Greenlanders in Denmark, the resulting 2007 sex ratio would be 103 males per 100 females, in contrast with the 113 per 100 shown in Figure 6. The remainder of the imbalance (plus a fraction concealed by higher male mortality) could be accounted for by differential migration beyond Denmark, including women who married men visiting Greenland since the late 1980s from Norway (in connection with hydroelectric development) or Canada (mining).

DISCUSSION

Greenland’s 20th-century transformation from seal hunting through industrialization (commercial fishing) and now to an increasingly post-industrial, service-sector economy has been accompanied by similarly rapid demographic changes. Classical stages of demographic transition theory can be recognized in this story, along with distinctive Greenlandic variations.

Analogous transitions occurred over similar time scales among Inuit populations of Alaska and Canada, each with unique features, but also sharing some patterns with Greenland. In all three cases, expanding European/North American societies, led by missionaries, whalers, and other commercial ventures, disrupted traditional cultures and brought calamitous new diseases. But eventually development also made Inuit livelihoods and living conditions less dangerous, so that death rates fell and populations rebuilt to higher levels than before, with mixed subsistence and cash economies.

Outsiders moving into the sparsely settled Arctic for military, resource, or development purposes inevitably affect local demographics. In the Greenland case, sex ratios prove to be a sensitive indicator that integrates diverse changes in mortality and migration. The same point has been made regarding Native populations of Alaska (Hamilton et al., 1997). Disproportionate female outmigration over the past few decades, connected with marriage but also new economic and educational opportunities, has been well documented not only for Alaska Natives (Hamilton and Seyfrit, 1994a, b), but also for the more rural parts of different northern societies, including the Faroe Islands (Hamilton et al., 2004), Newfoundland, Iceland, and Norway (Hamilton and Otterstad, 1998; for a broader Nordic perspective see Rauhut et al., 2008). Female outmigration typically leaves a footprint of too few northern-born women in small villages, and proportionately more in larger towns and in cities to the south (Hamilton, in press). Although similar developments have been noticed among other northern societies, the long time series available for Greenland provides a uniquely detailed perspective on the hunting-to-post-industrial transformation.

And what of the future? A companion model to the demographic transition, termed the health or epidemiological transition, aptly characterizes Greenland’s shifting patterns of mortality, from “pestilence and famines” to “degenerative and human-made diseases” (Young and Bjerrregaard, 2008:15). In Greenland’s case, the earlier phase was also marked by high accident rates, particularly among hunters. Modern human-made diseases include those associated with smoking, diet, or substance abuse, but also medical conditions caused by violence (Hild and Stordahl, 2004; Young, 2008). Suicide has become distressingly common since the 1970s, particularly among young males and in places where partial modernization disorganized families and communities. Where economic development has progressed farther, as in Greenland’s capital, Nuuk (or among Inuit in Alaska cities), suicide rates recently have fallen (Hicks, 2007). A situation caught between traditional and modern life, but without the social controls of either, appears to be most hazardous. At present, higher mortality due mostly to human-made causes, and age/gender disparities in migration, remain distinctive features shaping the demographics of Arctic societies compared with metropolitan regions to their south.
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